
Creating Your MVP Process - Step #2

Continuing on the topic of creating  your MVP Process, we will discuss how once you create your
Mission, plan out your Vision, and identify your core Principles and have defined your core
principles, you need to shrink that down into your QUARTERLY WINDSHIELD VISION.    This is
where you take your long term (HELICOPTER) vision/goals and break them down into bite size
chunks of “Yes or No— Did you do it?” visions/goals for the next 90 days.
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THE 3 WINDSHIELD VISIONS
When creating these visions, I like to focus on
 3 key areas:

Professional Education
Income Stream Areas:“Consulting Business”
Income Stream Area:  “Investments”

For the Career Windshield Vision, I break this into the
subcategories of:
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Coach P is a coach and mental performance consultant, he specializes in peak performance for both
athletes and corporate warriors.  
He teaches the same approach that elite-level performers use to achieve at the highest levels, which
includes two MLB Cy-Young Award winners, a Heisman Trophy Winner, 5 UFC World Champion
MMA figters, World Series and Super Bowl Champions, Olympic Medalists, Team USA Baseball,
multiple NCAA National Players of The Year, NCAA National Champions and the list goes on.
You can sign-up for his newsletter by emailing coach@coachp.net

I then take each of those categories and break them into subcategories. For the Personal Windshield
Vision, I break this into the subcategories of:

I focus on these three areas because they make up
about 100% of what we do each day. 

*When I work with a client of mine who is a financial markets trader, I have her create a category for Trading. 
These subcategories are personal and customizable.

Family Financial Charitable Friends

We are always working/investing into our personal lives, work lives, or our energy (physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual).

*Note: When working on the MVP Process with my athletes,
I have them create a category here for their sport. 
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